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More executives are switching from running public companies to activist boardroom roles where they 
can oust executives who run other public companies. 
 
To enhance their credibility in proxy fights, dissident investors increasingly put experienced corporate 
officials—including some former chief executives—on their board-seat slates, rather than simply 
propose relatively inexperienced managers from the activist firm. The tactic turns up the heat on the 
leaders of struggling businesses, and may increase dissidents' board victories, sometimes resulting in 
the replacement of the CEO. 
 
About 24% of 213 dissident nominees in 2009 contests had held top management roles at a public 
company, up from nearly 22% of 73 such candidates in 2004, reports data tracker FactSet SharkWatch. 
A drive to give investors a bigger say in electing directors may spur the trend: The Securities and 
Exchange Commission likely will finalize rules on "proxy access" this year. 
 
The move "will undoubtedly lead to more retired CEOs and other well-qualified executives entering the 
boardroom through this channel," predicts Beverly Behan, co-author of "Building Better Boards." 
John Mutch, the former CEO of Peregrine Systems Inc., has helped force out the heads of four small 
technology firms since 2006. The latest was S. "Sundi" Sundaresh, until January the CEO of Adaptec 
Inc. 
 
"If I believe management is engaged in stupid, idiotic actions, I stand up and tell them so," says Mr. 
Mutch. "In most cases, that means replacing the CEO." 
 
A spokesman for Mr. Sundaresh declined to comment. The spokesman cites the former CEO's exit 
agreement, which bars him or the company from making disparaging remarks. 
 
Other public-company veterans recently gaining directorships through activists include Lloyd Hill, a 
former CEO of Applebee's International Inc. Activists recommended him to Red Robin Gourmet Burgers 
Inc. after threatening a proxy fight. Mr. Hill got his seat in March. 
 
Ironically, Mr. Hill came under fire from a dissident investor for his personal use of corporate aircraft 
while Applebee's chairman. He couldn't be reached for comment. 
 
Frank Biondi, a former Viacom Inc. CEO, landed a Yahoo Inc. directorship in 2008 with Carl Icahn and 
another Icahn candidate after the billionaire investor attacked the Internet concern for rebuffing multiple offers from 
Microsoft Corp. 
 
Mr. Biondi says he soon opposed Mr. Icahn's attempt "to force the company to accelerate the Microsoft 
transaction" because it seemed premature. 
 
Mr. Icahn, who quit Yahoo's board last fall, says he doesn't remember the incident. Microsoft and Yahoo 
ultimately formed an Internet-search alliance.  
 
Mr. Mutch's metamorphosis from CEO to CEO-replacer was triggered by incidents during his Peregrine 
tenure. He took command of the business-software company in 2003, after it emerged from bankruptcy 
protection and was struggling to overcome an accounting scandal. Mr. Mutch says he watched FBI agents arrest three 
managers while he led a global sales meeting. Hewlett-Packard Co. bought Peregrine in 2005. 
 
Mr. Mutch says the experience convinced him that many high-tech companies "are undervalued, 



undermanaged and poorly governed." 
 
He joined forces with activists to threaten proxy fights at Phoenix Technologies Ltd., Aspyra Inc. and 
Agilysys Inc., and eventually got board seats at all three companies. The chief executive in each case left 
during or soon after the possible contest, he recollects.  
 
Mr. Mutch and Steel Partners LP, a hedge-fund manager, launched a proxy battle for Adaptec in 2007. 
Their regulatory filings cited the Milpitas, Calif., company's poor financial performance. Ahead of a 
shareholder vote that fall, Adaptec agreed to put Mr. Mutch and Steel officials Jack Howard and John 
Quicke on its nine-member board. 
 
Mr. Mutch's high-tech CEO experience proved useful because he understood "what management was 
trying to present," in key areas such as research spending, says Steel President Mr. Howard. 
Mr. Mutch also holds a day job as CEO of privately held BeyondTrust Software Inc., a security-software 
firm. 
 
Backed by Mr. Mutch, Mr. Howard became Adaptec chairman in 2008. 
 
 

 
 
 
Mr. Mutch says he doesn't always side with Steel representatives. For instance, he resisted their push to 
buy cheaper directors' and officers' insurance until Adaptec reviewed its coverage, he says. 
 
Former Adaptec directors disagree. They say Mr. Mutch voted with Messrs. Howard and Quicke at 
typically tense board sessions where he sometimes yelled and cursed. "He was essentially [their] 
captive," insists Douglas Van Houweling, a supporter of Mr. Sundaresh until he left in December. 
 
A contentious boardroom brawl occurred last August. Aristos Logic, which Adaptec acquired for $41 
million in 2008, was generating less revenue growth than expected, Mr. Sundaresh informed analysts 
that month. Mr. Sundaresh proposed to fellow directors that they either sell the Aristos business or cut 
back investments severely to get costs under control, according to an attendee at the board meeting. 



 
Mr. Mutch says he stood and attacked the CEO for switching strategy. "You sold us a bill of goods when 
you bought this company," he recalls saying. "You're not taking responsibility for this deal." A shouting 
match erupted, with people "screaming at each other," he adds. 
 
Robert Loarie, another ally of Mr. Sundaresh, says Mr. Mutch unfairly accused the CEO of shirking his 
duties. Ex-director Joseph Kennedy says the dissidents also never grasped Adaptec's strategy, and 
occasionally read newspapers during board discussions. 
 
Mr. Mutch calls Mr. Kennedy's and Mr. Loarie's criticisms "incredulous." 
 
That same week, the split board replaced Mr. Howard as chairman. Steel won shareholders' written 
approval to kick Messrs. Sundaresh and Loarie off the board last fall. The CEO soon resigned. 
 
"Shareholder democracy is important," Mr. Loarie observes. But if activists "make the board 
dysfunctional, how can that be good for anybody, especially shareholders?" 
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